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Abstract
One effort to facilitate students in online learning and face-to-face learning during Covid-19 pandemic is the use of digital student worksheets, as an effort to practice students’ cognitive in mathematics. These research goals are to develop digital students’ worksheet of linear function-problem based using Desmos to decrease learning loss effect in students’ motivation and comprehension. And, also to know, the eligibility analysis result of worksheet that has already been made. Desmos is a web-based application, which specially created to be used in mathematics learning. It combines features of graphic calculator and classroom activities to help students study and love math. Research model in this study used ADDIE with a small group experiment using six students of SMPN 3 Surabaya as subjects. Eligibility analysis from the worksheet gains a validity score of 3.71, with very valid criteria. Practical score 3.74, with very practical criteria. And effective, since all six subjects in Study Result Test, gain higher score than the minimum score criteria of SMPN 3 Surabaya. It may take note that, it needs bigger experiments with more subjects to evaluate effective aspect further and comprehensively. This worksheet can be an alternative media for secondary students to practice linear function.
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INTRODUCTION
When the covid-19 pandemic happens in Indonesia, all aspects of life seem slow and postponed, including the education aspect. Instatusquo right now, schools should combine online learning and face-to-face learning to support continuity of learning during pandemic. Mustofa (2019) in (Husna et al., 2021) says that online learning is a virtual learning method using an internet network. Because of this change, teachers and students should adapt well. All learning media, including
learning material, students’ homework, worksheets, evaluation, should be in digital form and virtually sent. Thus, information and communication technology are crucial to support the continuity of learning in the pandemic.

But in reality, both teachers and students face many problems in online learning. Technically, because of bad networks in some remote areas and the expensive internet fee that some people can’t afford. As a solution for that, The Indonesia Ministry of Education facilitates the internet learning quota for students and teachers (Diandra, 2020) and decided to hold restricted face-to-face learning since covid-19 case in Indonesia is decreasing, with the presence maximum of students is 50% and it held once per two weeks, Restricted face-to-face learning should be combined with online learning so that students can alternate learning with others. It means online learning still take a big part in students’ learning. Some problems that students face in online learning are: (1) Some students don’t have initiative to do self-learning, they tend to wait for instructions from teachers or parents, (2) Some students are not getting used to do online learning, (3) Students’ target in learning is to get a high score, without considering its’ process and their capability to understand the material. (4) Some students are not wise enough to regulate and control theirselves in self-learning, (5) Some students lack their comprehension of the material, so if they face problem, they can easily give up. Because of these reasons, teachers also can’t see the students’ progress and their way of thinking (Yulia & Putra, 2020). Handayani (2020) in (Husna et al., 2021) also says that, one-sided interaction is also a problem in online learning. Students feel demotivated because of the limited interaction between each student and teachers. Thus, these factors could lead to learning loss, a condition of generation who lost their chance of learning, because of the learning process delay (Mahsun et al., 2021). Once learning loss happen, it could be hard to be back on track, since each topic in mathematics are essentials and connected.

Aware of the learning loss risks in mathematics, it is necessary to use math learning application that is easy to use, attractive, arouse students’ interest in learning, and facilitate teachers and students in two-way interaction, even in online learning or restricted face-to-face learning. As an effort for that, this research wants to use Desmos inside mathematics learning and create an electronic students’ worksheet (E-LKPD) using Desmos. Electronic students’ worksheet is one of a digital learning media that can be used to practice students’ cognitive. Contents inside of worksheet based on (Anggita et al., 2019) is summary, students’ work instruction, learning goals, and exercise/activity that students will do. This electronic worksheet can be used in both online learning and face-to-face learning. This worksheet is designed so that students can find and understand the concept of slope in linear function through the activities inside of it, independently. Meanwhile, Desmos is a web-based application that specially created to be used in mathematics learning. Desmos combines features of graphic calculator and classroom activities to achieve its’ goal, which is to help students study math and make them love math (Kristanto, 2019). Desmos can be accessed for free using internet network. Desmos can only work well using laptop or computers. Inside Desmos Activity Builder, all features can facilitate
teachers to create attractive students’ activity. Teachers can insert animation, figures, functions, tables, or video into it. Teachers can also create multiple choices in worksheet or create jumbled cards using multiple choice & cardsort features. Research from Taufik & Pagiling (2021) also support with the idea of Desmos can facilitate many kinds of students’ activity such as designing a test, games or quizzes, and students’ assignment to evaluate students’ comprehension. Jon ORR (2017) in (Safarini & Herman, 2020) says that Desmos Activity Builder can create good activities that gives chance for students to learn concept of mathematics, productively and comprehensively. Teachers can also see the progress of students in real time using Teacher Dashboard feature inside Desmos.

Background of this research are, the fact that not all mathematics learning in Indonesia support students to use a graphic calculator, even in online or face-to-face learning. And, also, Desmos was a new thing for mathematics learning in SMPN 3 Surabaya, and researchs using Desmos are still limited, rather than Geogebra as a graphic calculator. Taking into consideration the excellence and capability of Desmos, this research is aiming to create electronic students’ worksheet using Desmos with the topic of slope in linear function for junior high school. The problem inside of worksheet will be in problem-based, with intention that it will become a meaningful learning, even if it’s online. Students are expected to integrate their knowledge and skills to relevant context and expected to arouse a self-learn attitude & critical thinking.

Previous researchs using Desmos, such as Safarini & Herman (2020) and Ishartono et al (2018), were focused on the development skill of mathematics teacher using Desmos. Such that, writer wants to conduct new research that focus on students, which to create electronic worksheet using Desmos, based on valid, practical, and effective aspect. Research from Mumpuni (2018) and Puhl (2019) had same intention with writer’s idea which to create media using Desmos, and test it in a class based on valid, practical, and effective aspect, but none of these research develop electronic worksheet. Due to this reason, writer wants to conduct this research.

The research questions for this study are: (1) How to develop linear function-problem based electronic worksheet using Desmos? (2) How is the eligibility analysis result of this electronic worksheet linear function-problem based using Desmos?

METHOD

This research was a Research and Development type, using ADDIE research model. Sugiyono (2013) said that research and development method goals are to create a product and test its’ eligibility. ADDIE research model have five phases: Analysis, Design, Development, Implementation, and Evaluation (Putra, 2020). This research was conducted in SMPN 3 Surabaya with small group experiment. Based on Sahrul et al (2020), small group experiment can be done using 6 students representative, with low, middle, and high achievement. Then, six students representative from class 8H were chosen as subjects. These subjects are categorized into three groups consist of two, with achievement category mentioned above. The data of each student were based on teacher’s report.
The final product of this research is electronic students’ worksheet inside Desmos Application. Activities inside this electronic worksheet are: (1) Summary, (2) Students’ Worksheet, (3) Study Result Test, with every instruction in each activity. After activities inside of worksheet has already designed, the next step was to test its’ eligibility through 3 aspects: valid, practical, and effective (Plomp & Nieveen, 2007). For the validity aspect, the worksheet was given to one lecturer as a validator. Validation aspect in here, was tested using validation paper. Validation paper is consist of structured and unstructured questionnaire (Sahrul et al., 2020). The structured questionnaire was used to gain evaluation score of the worksheet from scale 1 to 4. The unstructured questionnaire was used for validator to give her/his critics towards the worksheet as a basis for revision. There are two kinds of validation paper, validation paper of worksheet, and validation paper of Study Result Test. For the practical aspect, it was evaluated by the evaluation instrument score from Class 8H’s mathematics teacher and the students’ response questionnaire. The practical paper is also consist of structured and unstructured questionnaire. Evaluation criteria of this worksheet was refers to (Mulyatiningsih, 2012) with score of N was gained from average score that given from validator, teacher, and students’ response. And for the last aspect is effective, which means all subjects were expected to achieve same or higher score in Study Result Test than criteria minimum score of SMPN 3 Surabaya, which is 80.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Score (N)</th>
<th>Criteria of Validity</th>
<th>Criteria of Practicality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3, 25 ≤ N ≤ 4,00</td>
<td>Very Valid</td>
<td>Very Practical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,50 &lt; N ≤ 3,25</td>
<td>Valid</td>
<td>Practical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,75 &lt; N ≤ 2,50</td>
<td>Invalid</td>
<td>Not Practical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,00 ≤ N ≤ 1,75</td>
<td>Very Invalid</td>
<td>Not Very Practical</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Revision also conducted, until the product can be concluded as valid, practical, and effective. This research was done using the flowchart of methodology as follows:

![Picture 1. Research Methodology Flowchart](image)
RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Analysis

First phase was Analysis. Analysis in this research is divided into 2, problem analysis and material analysis. Observation and interview were conducted to see directly, how the restricted face-to-face learning and online learning were implemented in school. Writer also did consultation with math teacher towards the learning topic that will be used in the worksheet. As the result of material analysis, topic that used in this worksheet was linear function with standard competences (KD) & indicators (IPK) that refers to Permendikbud No 22 Tahun 2016 of junior high school, as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Competencies (KD)</th>
<th>Indicators (IPK)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• 3.4) Analyze linear function (as linear equation) and interpreting its’ graph, which relate to contextual problem.</td>
<td>3.4.1 Explain the standard form of linear equation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• 4.4) Solve contextual problem which relate to linear equation.</td>
<td>3.4.2 Create graphs from linear equation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the observation and interview for the problem analysis, writer gains information that, math teacher of SMPN 3 Surabaya faces some problems inside learning. One of them is the school regulation during pandemic that oblige the form of math evaluation test to change into multiple choice. Thus, it makes teacher difficult to see and evaluate students’ comprehension and way of thinking. Also, teacher was questioning on how to arouse students’ motivation during online learning and restricted face-to-face learning. Another problem inside learning is mathematics online learning in SMPN 3 Surabaya is conducted with synchronous learning using Microsoft Teams. With this way of learning, teacher feels that students are not active enough to participate. And from the interview, a graphic calculator application was never used during online learning. However, the research of Montijo (2017) says, graphic calculator inside math learning can help students to take conclusion from a problem and improve their ability to solve problem.

On the other hand, students’ characteristics in Class 8H SMPN 3 Surabaya are: (1) They have a good enough ability to operate smartphones or laptop, (2) Some of them may experience significant learning loss during pandemic. Learning loss based on The Education and Development Forum (2020) in (Pratiwi, 2021) is a phenomena which students experience academic setback, due to the
delay of learning process. In the field, one student from the low achievement group was difficult to even understand one variable linear equation and integers, which were the prerequisite material of determining slope in linear function. Fortunately, the restricted face-to-face learning can be a solution to cope with learning loss, though gradually. It means that, teachers need to maximized quality of restricted face-to-face learning, in order to support students doing online learning at home. Taking into consideration of the problems and the excellence of Desmos, writer think that Desmos could be one of solutions to arouse students’ motivation in math learning and also to create attractive classroom activity or e-worksheet that can use graphic calculator inside of it.

**Design**

Three main activities inside this electronic worksheet are: (1) Summary, (2) Students’ Worksheet, (3) Study Result Test. First step in this phase was designing Students’ Worksheet. This worksheet was inspired by an activity inside of Desmos named *Land the Plane*. After that, some problems inside of it were modified and adjusted in terms of language and difficulty level. Problems inside of worksheet were created into problem-based alike, with the context of a plane landing path. Problems inside of it were adjusted with IPK that already been made and were created in the form of essay test, in order to see students’ way of thinking and students’ accuracy (Masriyah, 2018). Writer also used some features of Desmos such as, *graph*, *table*, *multiple choice*, *checkboxes*, and *sketch*. Emoji also used to create attractive look of the worksheet. Direct feedback was also created to support the worksheet. Feedback in here such as, compliment if students’ answer was right, and warning if students’ answer was false. Feedback in this electronic worksheet can be used as media for teacher to communicate better with students, even in online learning. Herman (2005) inside (Febriyanti, 2015) says, the direct feedback inside worksheet can motivate students to try again until his/her answer was right. Instruction and the feedback in form of students’ false notes, warning, and compliments, can be used to increase students’ motivation and ability. To create this direct feedback, it needs a basic coding ability. Some examples of coding can be accessed inside Desmos Computation Layer feature. Students’ worksheet here was consist of: opening slide, students’ instructions, exercise/activity, and reflection. The design of students’ worksheet was as follows:
The second step in this phase was designing Summary. Summary was consist of opening slide, students’ instructions, learning goals, and video explanation of linear function. The video explanation was created and recorded using Powerpoint and Bandicam. Then, it was inserted into Desmos Activity Builder. The design of summary activity was as follows:
The third step was designing Study Result Test activity. The problems inside of it were created based on indicators (IPK) that has been made. Problems were created in the form of objective test with definite answer. Thus, scoring can be done objectively (Masriyah, 2018). Problems in Study Result Test were created using multiple choice, cardsort, and marbleslides features. Study Result Test was consist of opening slide, students’ instruction for the test, and reflection.
Development

Validation was done in this phase. The entire activities inside worksheet were validated to test whether they were valid or not. Output from this phase was the final design of electronic students’ worksheet that valid and ready to be tested. One lecturer from Mathematics Education UNESA was doing the validation. There were 2 activities that validated: (1) Students’ Worksheet, and (2) Study Result Test activity. The students’ worksheet was evaluated by format, content, language, and
appearance aspects. And for the study result test, it was evaluated by content, construction, and language aspects. (Putra, 2020). The result of validation was as follows:

From Picture 5, the students’ worksheet activity gained score 3.25 for format aspect, 3.6 for content aspect, 4 for language, and 4 for appearance. Such that, the average score was 3.71. From the evaluation criteria of worksheet, it achieved “very valid” criteria.

From Picture 6, the study result test activity gained score 4 for content aspect, 3.5 for construction aspect, and 3 for language. Thus, the average score was 3.5, and based from the evaluation criteria of worksheet, it achieved “very valid” criteria. It's important to note, validator also gave some critics towards the entire activities, most of them were in terms of language in the students’
instructions, problems, and inside the video explanation. So, revision was also conducted until it satisfy validator’s suggestions. The final design of electronic students’ worksheet using Desmos can be accessed through: https://student.desmos.com/?prepopulateCode=6a5uyr.

Implementation

After the entire activities inside e-worksheet has been valid, then the small group experiment was conducted. Based on Sahrul et al (2020), small group experiment can be done using 6 students representative. Then, the experiment was done using six students of Class 8H SMPN 3 Surabaya, as subjects. These subjects are categorized into three groups consist of two, with the category of high, middle, and low achievement group. This small group experiment was chosen, due to the condition of restricted face-to-face learning. Information related to subjects were gained from teacher’s data. Some problems during implementation phase were adjusting students’ schedule. Some of them only did two activities: Summary and Students’ Worksheet in school, and then for Study Result Test was done at home. This condition proves that the electronic worksheet can be implemented in face-to-face or online learning.

This small group experiment’s goals was to evaluate practical and effective aspects of the electronic worksheet. Subjects were expected to do total three activities inside the electronic worksheet, then students’ response questionnaire was given to them. This questionnaire was given to see, subject response and enthusiasm towards the e-worksheet. After that, subjects were given Study Result Test to see how the result of their learning after use the e-worksheet. Their score of Study Result Test was expected to achieve the same or higher score than criteria minimum score of SMPN 3 Surabaya. To evaluate practical aspect, here writer used teacher’s evaluation instrument, and students’ response questionnaire. And for the effective aspect, it was evaluated from students’ score in Study Result Test.

In this phase, we gained information that, all six subjects gained higher score than 80 in Study Result Test. Two subjects from low achievement group were gained 85. Two students from middle achievement group were gained 100. And two students from high achievement group were gained 100. Based on Rohma (2014), if students’ score is the same or higher than criteria minimum score in their school, it means that students were successfully achieve learning goals. By that, it can be concluded that, the e-worksheet has already fulfil the effective aspect.

From the result of teacher’s evaluation instrument, it gained 3.77 average score with “suitable” criteria. This score was based on teacher’s observation during the small group experiment using the e-worksheet. Meanwhile, for the result of students’ response questionnaire was gained average score of 3.71 from six students (subjects). Criteria that gained from the teacher’s instrument and students’ response were “very practical”, refers to the evaluation criteria of worksheet by (Mulyatiningsih, 2012).

From the students’ questionnaire, majority of subjects said that they didn’t feel burdened using the e-worksheet. They felt that this worksheet was a new thing for them, so they were happy to get
new learning experience. Subjects also felt motivated after the e-worksheet using Desmos was implemented. The instruction inside of it were easy to be followed by them. And from the teacher’s perspective, this e-worksheet was attractive enough, and it may decrease students’ learning loss in comprehension and motivation aspects. This e-worksheet also equipped with video explanation, exercise/worksheet, study result test, and reflection. This e-worksheet was very practical to be implemented in both online and face-to-face learning. Teacher hoped, this kind of worksheet will be available for other math topics.

CONCLUSION

The development of this electronic students’ worksheet linear function-problem based, was using Desmos. Desmos was a special application for mathematics learning, a web-based, with graphic calculator and classroom activity features inside of it. Research goals of this study were: (1) To develop students’ worksheet linear function-problem based using Desmos, (2) To know the eligibility analysis result of the worksheet. The result of the first goal was the entire activities inside e-worksheet using Desmos website, in link https://student.desmos.com/?prepopulateCode=6a5uyr. For the result of the second goal was, the e-worksheet that fulfil criteria of valid, practical, and effective. After some revision, this e-worksheet can be used as alternative media for middle-school students to practice Slope in Linear Function. The excellence of this e-worksheet are: (1) Suitable for online and face-to-face learning, because it's web-based, (2) Teacher can see students’ way of thinking when they’re doing worksheet, (3) Students can use a graphic calculator inside math learning, and develop their skills. (4) It has attractive look and various forms of questions. The drawback of this worksheet are the needs of a good internet network, and it only work well to access it using laptop/PC.

After doing the entire phase of research, writer expect the upcoming research will: 1) Test the worksheet with bigger group of experiment, to evaluate effective aspect further and comprehensively. 2) Modify and adjust this e-worksheet as you expect it to be, in the topic of determining slope of linear function or another math topics.
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